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PART 1. FORECAST
Summary
For the region as a whole, forecast probabilities are slightly elevated for each of the
middle three rainfall categories (average, wet and dry) of the 5-category system used –
with probabilities around 25% compared to the baseline of 20%. Forecast probabilities
for both the very wet and the very dry categories are depressed at about 10%.
1.1 Whole Region
Statistical and dynamical forecasts of October-November-December (OND) rainfall for
the East Africa region, defined as 5oN-15oS, 30oE to Indian Ocean Coast, are presented
in Figure 1.1. The statistical forecast is produced by discriminant analysis using indices
of worldwide Sea Surface Temperature (SST) as predictors. The dynamical forecast is
produced using the Met Office GloSea5 dynamical seasonal prediction system.
Information on GloSea5 and the methodology used to generate the statistical and
dynamical forecasts is described in part 2.
Observed SST for July-September 2018 is used to produce the statistical forecast. For
the dynamical forecast, GloSea5 is run as an ensemble of 42 predictions initialised with
atmosphere and oceanic conditions dating from between 20 August and 9 September
2018.

Figure 1.1: Predicted probabilities for October-November-December 2018 rainfall from the
statistical and dynamical forecasts. Probabilities are for 5 quintile categories referred to as: very
dry, dry, average, wet and very wet. The baseline (1961-1990) climatological probability for each
category is by definition 0.2 (20%).

The statistical forecast probabilities for the dry and average categories are most
enhanced (around 0.3 compared to the chance level of 0.2). For the dynamical forecast
the wet category probability is most enhanced (also around 0.3). A combined forecast
derived by averaging probabilities from the two methods gives slightly enhanced
probabilities of the middle three categories (around 0.25) and depressed probabilities for
the outer two categories (around 0.11).
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1.2 Grid Box forecasts
Note: Predictability on small (grid box) scales is generally lower than on larger scales
therefore small (grid box) scale spatial variations in the forecast should be regarded with
caution.
Statistical tercile category probability forecasts (Figure 1.2a)
Figure 1.2a consists of 6 statistical forecast probability maps. The three maps in the
upper row show probabilities for the three tercile categories for all grid boxes for which
there are sufficient data to make statistical models. The second row of three maps
(labelled “with skill mask”) is a repeat of the first row but only probabilities for grid boxes
where there is significant correlation skill according to an independent test are shown.
Details of the skill test used are in part 2.

Figure 1.2a: Probability forecasts for the tercile categories obtained using the statistical method.
The legend shows % probability, baseline for terciles is 1961-1990.

The average category is predominantly the most probable east of about 35˚E. Further
west the 3 categories have similar probabilities overall with some local variations. In the
south probabilities of the dry and average categories are similar and both higher than for
the wet category.
.
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Statistical forecasts of extremes and change from last year (figure 1.2b)
Figure 1.2b is similar to figure 1.2a but probabilities of a wetter season than last year
and of 10-year extremes are presented. A wetter season than 2017 is favoured over
most of the northern half of the region. Probabilities of a season drier than any in the
past 10 years (2008-2017) are elevated to about 20% (compared to a chance value of
near 10%) for coherent areas in the west and north east of the region. A wetter season
than any in the last 10 years is generally less likely than chance with probabilities
generally less than 10%.

Figure 1.2b: Top: probability forecasts for a wetter season than last year (left); a wetter season
than any in the last 10 years (centre) and a drier season than any in the last 10 years (right)
obtained using the statistical method. Bottom: as top, but with skill mask (the skill mask is the
same as in figure 1.2a).

CCA-Calibrated Dynamical (GloSea5) tercile category probability forecasts (Figure
1.3)
Direct output from GloSea5 dynamical forecasts for the region can be viewed at
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/seasonal-to-decadal/gpc-outlooks/globseas-prob. Here we present forecasts generated by calibrating the GloSea5 output
against historical observed rainfall using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). For
more details about CCA calibration see part 2.
Tercile category probability forecasts from the CCA-calibrated GloSea5 forecasts are
presented in figure 1.3. Consistent with results of the combined statistical/dynamical
forecast (Section 1.1), probabilities for the three categories are close to the 33%
baseline over much of the region 5˚N-15˚S; 30˚E to Indian Ocean coast. There is a slight
favouring of the above normal category which may partly derive from the later
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climatological reference period used. This bias to the wet category is more pronounced
in the northeast and west.

Figure 1.3: Probability forecasts for tercile categories obtained using the CCA-calibrated
GloSea5. Baseline is 1981-2010

1.3 Concluding remarks
For the region as a whole and considering results over the statistical and dynamical
prediction methods used there is no single clearly favoured rainfall category. For the 5category rainfall classification, probabilities for the middle three (wet, average and dry)
categories are similar and all slightly enhanced relative to baseline, while probabilities for
both the very wet and very dry categories are depressed. For purposes of continuing the
deterministic verification conducted since 1994 (see Part 2 Fig. 2.3) we conclude the
“best estimate” forecast to be the average category.
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PART 2. FURTHER INFORMATION
1. Introduction
The Met Office uses SST-based statistical methods and dynamical models of the global
ocean-atmosphere system to make seasonal predictions of tropical rainfall. Forecasts
have been made for October-December rainfall over tropical east Africa (the 'short
rains') since 1994.
Forecasts are presented for (a) the “whole region” (5oN-15 oS, 30oE to Indian Ocean
Coast) using both statistical and dynamical (GloSea5) methods and (b) for 2.5o latitude x
2.5o longitude grid-boxes covering the region using statistical and CCA-calibrated
GloSea5 dynamical forecasts.
2. Forecast Methodology
Statistical forecasts
The statistical forecasts are made by using linear regression and discriminant analysis
techniques, with 3 indices of global sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly patterns
and 2 indices of mean SST anomaly for 2 box regions known to be linked to East African
rainfall (all predictors are defined in the Appendix). The statistical forecast models are
derived from historical rainfall and SST information over the period 1901-2017.
The statistical forecast probabilities for the “whole region” are calculated using
discriminant analysis. Statistical gridbox forecast probabilities are evaluated using
multiple linear regression The regression predictions are converted to probabilities by
assuming a normal distribution and a standard error based on the performance of the
regression forecasts
Dynamical Forecasts
The dynamical forecasts are produced using GloSea5, the latest version of the Met
Office Global Seasonal forecast system which uses the HadGEM3 coupled oceanatmosphere model modified for seasonal forecasting, for more about GloSea5 see
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/modelling-systems/unified-model/climatemodels/glosea5.
In order to account for uncertainty in the model forecasts and initial conditions, the
GloSea5 forecasts are run as ensembles, i.e. the models are run multiple times with
slightly differing initial conditions and different model parameterisation to reflect the
uncertainty in these factors. Quintiles are evaluated from GloSea5 hindcasts for 19932015. Dynamical forecast probabilities for the “whole region” are proportional to the
frequency of ensemble members predicting each quintile category.
Dynamical forecasts perform less well on a grid box scale than at the “whole region”
scale, therefore calibration is used to correct spatial errors in model output. Dynamical
grid box probabilities are evaluated using a statistical calibration technique, Canonical
Correlation Analysis (CCA, Von Storch and Zwiers (1999)). The CCA method used is
similar to the MOS method described by Ndiaye et al (2011).
CCA works by identifying pairs of patterns in the predictor (model output) and predictand
data (observations) that correlate well through time. Dynamical models can often predict
larger scale (e.g. ocean-wide) circulation patterns better than variations for smaller
regions. To apply CCA to East Africa region forecasts, model precipitation output for
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the domain 40oN to 40oS, 60oW to 100oE which covers most of the tropical Atlantic,
Africa and the Indian ocean is used as the predictor data and the predictand data is 2.5o
degree gridded GPCP for the region in figures 1.3 and 2.2. Rainfall patterns over the
larger region reflect circulation anomalies which are known to be related to East African
rainfall. Higher GloSea5 skill for these large-scale patterns can be used to enhance skill
for East Africa. The CCA forecasts are produced using the IRI CPT package,
http://iri.columbia.edu/our-expertise/climate/tools/cpt/.
As with the statistical linear regression forecasts, CCA forecasts are converted to
probabilities by assuming the forecasts have a normal distribution and a standard error
calculated from the performance of CCA calibrated GloSea5 hindcasts for 1993-2015.
3. Forecast Formats
For “whole region” forecasts, the observed historical rainfall record is divided into 5 equiprobable categories. The category boundaries are based on the 1961-1990 climatology
and are given below as percentages of mean rainfall:
Very Dry/Dry

Dry/Average

Average/Wet

Wet /Very Wet

74%

86%

102%

124%

Grid box forecasts produced using the statistical method are expressed as probabilities
of tercile categories which are climatologically equi-probable over 1961-1990. The tercile
format is compatible with that used for the GHACOF (Greater Horn of Africa Climate
Outlook Forum) consensus forecast. Grid box forecasts produced using the dynamical
forecasts are expressed as probabilities of tercile categories which are climatologically
equi-probable over 1981-2010. The latter period is used as it is more consistent with the
dynamical hindcast period (1993-2015).
Grid box forecasts are also presented as probabilities of a wetter season than
experienced in the previous year and as probabilities of an extreme season where
“extreme” is defined as wetter or drier than any of the previous 10 years.
4. Forecast skill
Performance of retrospective grid box forecasts
The ROC skill (Broecker 2012, http://www.bom.gov.au/wmo/lrfvs/roc.shtml) of forecasts
for grid box scale rainfall averages using the statistical method is presented in figure 2.2
for the lower and upper tercile categories. A ROC score of 50% indicates forecasts are
no better than guesswork whilst a score of 100% would be achieved by perfect
deterministic forecasts. ROC scores are generally highest between 30o and 40oE and
between 5oN and 10oS but are below 50% for a some northern areas. In common with
many seasonal forecast assessments, skill is higher for the outer categories than for the
average category (not shown). Forecasts are assessed against the GPCP dataset
(ftp://precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gpcp-v2.2/doc/V2.2_doc.pdf).
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Figure 2.1: ROC skill (%) of statistical forecasts of gridded OND rainfall below the lower tercile
(left) and above the upper tercile (right) evaluated over 1993-2015. Verification data=GPCP

Similar ROC skill plots of CCA spatial bias corrected GloSea5 dynamical forecasts are
presented in figure 2.2. CCA calibration enhances skill (relative to direct model output)
with highest ROC scores again (around 0.7) located between 30o and 40oE and between
5oN and 10oS for both the dry and wet category.

Figure 2.2: As Figure 2.1 but for CCA calibrated dynamical (GloSea5) forecasts of gridded
rainfall.

Skill masking
A skill mask is applied to the statistical forecast maps. To be included in the “with skill
mask” map, linear regression hindcasts for the box must pass at least one of these two
tests:
1) Pearson correlation between hindcasts and observations over 1901-2017 are
significant at the 95% level.
2) Pearson correlation between hindcasts of the same tercile category as predicted
for this year and observations during 1901-2017 are significant at the 95% level.
Note: The skill mask test is applied to each of the 3 predictions described in the
Appendix. Sometimes just one or two of the three predictor sets will pass this test which
can result in the masked and unmasked probabilities being different for the same grid
box and category.
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Statistical forecasts have been produced for this region since 1994. Since 1997 our
issued best estimate forecasts have been based on combined statistical and dynamical
forecast information. The issued 'best estimate' forecasts are produced by forecaster
interpretation of the available prediction information. These issued forecast categories
for the whole region are compared with best estimate forecasts based on the statistical
method alone (no forecaster interpretation or dynamical input) and with the
corresponding observed category in figure 2.3. Over the 23 years, the correlation
between issued best estimate forecast and observed category is 0.58 and the correlation
between statistical best estimate forecast and observed category is 0.78, both of which
are significant at the 95% level. Note that the issued forecast sample includes forecasts
made with input from earlier, less skilful, versions of the dynamical system.
Note: Prior to 1999, forecast categories were based on the 1951-1980 climatology. From
1999 onwards, the 1961-1990 climatology has been used as it is the accepted WMO
standard climatology period. The 1961-1990 rainfall average is 104% of the 1951-1980
average.

Figure 2.3: Verification of real time “best estimate” forecasts of October-December East African
rainfall 1994-2017
A plotted point between 2 categories represents a best-estimate forecast that could not
distinguish highest likelihood between two adjacent categories. For example, the issued forecast
for 2008 was for Average or Dry and was plotted between the average and dry category. (Note
that the statistics forecast is the same as the issued forecast for 1994,1995, 2013, 2014, 2015
and 2016, and in these cases the blue “issued forecast” line obscures the green “stats forecast”
line )
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The issued “best estimate” forecast for 2018 is for the “average” quintile category. This is
a compromise between the relatively dry statistical forecast,and the relatively wet
GloSea5 forecast (figure 1.1)
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APPENDIX:
The figures show the rotated global SST EOF patterns used as predictors for the
statistical forecast. Recent SST anomalies are projected onto these patterns to produce
the statistical forecasts. For all 3 patterns, positive SST anomalies in regions with
positive weights and negative SST anomalies in regions with negative weights favour
above average rainfall and vice-versa.
The discriminant and regression forecasts are the average of 3 predictions from the
following 3 sets of predictors:
1) Rotated EOF2, EOF 4 and EOF 5
2) Rotated EOF2, EOF 4 and EOF 5 + NW Indian Ocean box region
3) Rotated EOF2, EOF 4 and EOF 5 + NW Indian Ocean box region + Pacific box
region.
The 2 box regions are
1) “NW Indian ocean” region 0-10N 50-60E + 0-10S,40-60E
2) “Pacific” region 0-20N, 150E-150W
The predictors are weighted as follows
Rotated EOF2, EOF4 and EOF 5 all 25% , NW Indian Ocean region 16.7%, Pacific
region 8.3%.
The pattern shown in figure A3 (rotated EOF 5) is the most important predictor
contributing to over 50% of the forecast variance.
Figure A1:
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Figure A2:

Figure A3:
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